Silver-Stabilized Guanine Duplex: Structural and Optical Properties
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ABSTRACT: Recent experimental duplexes of DNA stabilized by Ag cations, pairing homostrands of guanine–guanine, cytosine–cytosine, adenine–thymine, and thymine–thymine, display much higher stability than the Watson–Crick paired DNA duplexes; these broaden the range of applications for DNA nanotechnology. Here we focus on silver-stabilized guanine duplexes in water. Using hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics simulations, we propose an atomic structure for the Ag+-mediated guanine duplex with two nucleobases per strand, G2−Ag+−G2. We then compare experimental and time-dependent density functional theory-simulated electronic circular dichroism (ECD) spectra to validate our results. Both experimental and simulated ECD show two negative peaks around 220 and 280 nm, with no positive signal in the measured wavelength range. We found that the left- or right-handed disposition of bases in the structure has a decisive effect on the signs of the ECD. We conclude that G2−Ag+−G2 is left-hand-oriented, and extrapolation of this orientation to longer strands gives rise to a left-hand-oriented parallel helix stabilized by interplanar H bonds.

INTRODUCTION

The DNA double helix is the pivotal biological structure for encoding genetic information in life. Strongly bound metal cations can integrate DNA-based nanomaterials and potentiate them with enhanced thermal stability, new physical and chemical properties, and diverse functionalities. Thus hybrid metal–DNA materials now extend the DNA’s longstanding versatility from biology to nanotechnology. For example, they are promising candidates for conducting nanowires,1 nanophotonics,2 molecular devices,3 toxic metal detection,4 biosensing, and biolabeling.5–7 Among different metal cations, Ag+ is particularly interesting, because it has low toxicity and it binds exclusively to the DNA bases rather than to the negatively charged sugar–phosphate backbones. A recent flurry of attention has focused on fluorescent DNA-stabilized silver clusters because of their chemical and biochemical sensing applications.6–8 Different experiments and our own simulations indicate that Ag+-DNA interactions are the key to stabilizing the fluorescent clusters.9–14

Among the various DNA bases interacting with Ag+, the first reported is the bridging configuration C−Ag+−C (C: cytosine) between DNA duplexes; it is also the most studied case, both theoretically and experimentally.14–16 Duplexes linked through G−Ag+−G, C−Ag+−C, T−Ag+−A, and T−Ag+−T (G: guanine; A: adenine; and T: thymine) were also reported.1,14,16 A systematic study of Ag+-mediated DNA geometry is a computational challenge. Even with 10 base DNA duplexes that combine C, G, A, and T nucleobases, there are more than 1 million different compositions. However, homobase Ag+-mediated DNA duplexes have been recently reported.14 Because of its reduced complexity, it is an ideal model system to gain computational insight into Ag+-DNA interactions.

Previously, we simulated Ag+-bridged cytosine homo duplexes and found that they prefer the parallel conformation, in which interplanar H bonds play an important stabilizing role.15,20 Here we focus on Ag+-bridged guanine duplexes. The Ag+-guanine combination is alluring for several reasons. First, experiments show that G2 strands form fully Ag+-bridged duplexes14 with increasing Ag concentration, whereas cytosine always presents a combination of single-strand Ag+ complexes and Ag+-bridged duplexes. As with other Ag+-bridged duplexes, the duplex G2−Ag+−G2 offers greater stability than the Watson–Crick paired C2−G2 duplex, which may broaden the range of applications for DNA nanotechnology (this was limited by the low thermal melting temperatures imposed by Watson–Crick pairing).14 Second, guanine- (or cytosine-) rich DNA sequences are present in DNA sequences that stabilize fluorescent Ag clusters.21 Understanding guanine–Ag+ interactions will be the first step toward the rational design of such fluorescent clusters. Third, in biochemistry, the strong interactions of G bases with Pt2+ are thought to be the key to important chemotherapy drugs.22,23 Understanding the guanine–Ag+ interactions might help to develop novel drugs for cancer therapy.
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Structural arrangements of metal–DNA hybrid materials (M-DNA) are particularly difficult to obtain experimentally via crystallization. Therefore, theoretical calculations using quantum chemistry methods are the most promising tools to propose geometries and interpret the experimental spectroscopy. In this context, electronic circular dichroism (ECD) is a proven, powerful tool for characterizing DNA’s secondary (and higher) structure, and it significantly participates in all basic conformational findings on DNA.\textsuperscript{23} Including the Ag\textsuperscript{+}-mediated cytosine duplexes.\textsuperscript{19} By comparing computed with measured ECD spectra, the structure of M-DNA can be inferred. Here we extend this method to propose an atomic structure for Ag\textsuperscript{+}-mediated guanine duplexes in water and determine the factors affecting the ECD of such systems. Considering both computational accuracy and efficiency, we chose the smallest unit of Ag\textsuperscript{+}-bridged guanine duplexes, G\textsubscript{2}–Ag\textsuperscript{+}–G\textsubscript{2}, namely, the Ag\textsuperscript{+}-bridged guanine tetramer.

To explore the Ag\textsuperscript{+}-guanine tetramer’s possible structural arrangements, we built two initial structures using the 3DNA software.\textsuperscript{25} One is a left-handed tetramer (Configuration L) and the other is a right-handed tetramer with the same handedness as the natural B-DNA (Configuration R). We want to stress that the only difference between the configurations is tetramer’s handedness; the strands’ components are the same. Prior computational studies of Ag\textsuperscript{+}-guanine duplexes have been challenging due to the plethora of possible binding geometries for guanine. However, recently reported crystal structures that contain G–Ag\textsuperscript{+}–G pairs and density functional theory (DFT) simulations both suggest that Ag\textsuperscript{+} binds to N7, N7’ in the Hoogsteen region.\textsuperscript{14,16} In addition, our previous DFT simulation strongly indicates that the silver-mediated guanine dimer is most stable in a trans configuration corresponding to the parallel strand orientation.\textsuperscript{14} Thus in both initial structures of Configuration L and Configuration R, Ag\textsuperscript{+} bonds to N7, N7’, and the DNA has parallel strand orientation (see Figure 1). The configuration in which Ag\textsuperscript{+} binds to N7 and O6’ has also been simulated. Ag\textsuperscript{+} moved to the bridge position between N7 and N7’ during the geometry optimization in vacuum, which indicates that Ag\textsuperscript{+} energetically prefers to bind to N instead of O. Once we include the solvent, the system’s size is prohibitive for full quantum calculations, so we performed hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) simulations. We calculated the silver and DNA atoms at the QM level within the Kohn–Sham DFT approximation, whereas the solvation was modeled with a 4 nm box of classical water molecules and the Amber force field.\textsuperscript{26} van der Waals interactions between the QM and MM regions were approximated by classical force fields. Electronic static interactions between the two subsystems were accounted for using an embedding approach, where the point charges located at the water molecules (MM region) can polarize the Ag\textsuperscript{+}-mediated DNA (QM region). Details can be found in the Computational Details section. Before the QM/MM simulations, the systems were first equilibrated at 300 K with a classical NVT run of 2 ns. Then, the QM/MM simulations were performed within the NVT ensemble for 21 ps. By comparing the root-mean-square (RMS) distance of the heavy atoms to the initial structure positions (Figure 2A), we can conclude that the system reached an equilibrium regime after 16 ps. Therefore, we used only the last 5 ps of the trajectory for analysis.

During the last 5 ps of the simulation, the average Ag–Ag distance in Configuration L is 3.45 Å with a standard deviation of 0.27 Å (Figure 2B), whereas the average Ag–Ag distance in Configuration R is 3.61 Å with a standard deviation of 0.25 Å. They are both comparable to the Ag–Ag distance in the Ag\textsuperscript{+}-bridged cytosine tetramer, which oscillates around an average value of 3.5 Å with a standard deviation of 0.21 Å. The simulated solvated average Ag–Ag distance is therefore longer than the average Ag–Ag distance (3.15 Å) observed in comparable DNA crystal structures\textsuperscript{16} and would then correspond to a solvated free-energy minimum. Similar to the cytosine–Ag\textsuperscript{+} tetramer, interplanar hydrogen bonds may form between guanine bases in G\textsubscript{2}–Ag\textsubscript{+}–G\textsubscript{2} (O6–H8, O6’–H8). The residence times of the H bonds in Configuration L are 79.6 and 60.6% with a cutoff of 2.2 Å, whereas the residence times of H bonds in Configuration R are 74.0 and 18.4% with the same cutoff (Figure S1).

A typical solvated structure of Configuration L from the final 0.5 ps of the QM/MM run can be seen in Figure 3; see also Figure S2 for Configuration R. Because of a smaller Ag–Ag distance and more hydrogen bonds that introduce higher stability, we expect that Configuration L may be more stable, and it corresponds to the structure of Ag\textsuperscript{+}-bridged guanine duplexes in water. To test the proposed structural configuration, we calculated the ECD of Configurations L and R and compared them with experimental ECD in the following. Because ECD is highly sensitive to small structural changes, it offers a reliable method to validate our simulations.

The experimental ECD spectra for three Ag\textsuperscript{+}-mediated guanine species are shown in Figure 4A, which is reproduced here from a previous reference.\textsuperscript{25} The spectra of G\textsubscript{N}–Ag\textsubscript{N′}–G\textsubscript{N} for N = 2, 6, and 20 have two negative peaks around 220 and 280 nm, which are therefore size-independent. The spectrum of G\textsubscript{2}–Ag\textsubscript{2}–G\textsubscript{2} differs in the intensity of the 220 nm peak, potentially caused by aggregation induced by Ag\textsuperscript{+} ions.\textsuperscript{27} It is striking that no positive signal exists in all three measured ECD spectra. The size-independent negative peaks suggest that they share the same structural configuration.

The ECD spectra were calculated using the linear-response time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) with the LB94 exchange-correlation functional.\textsuperscript{28} The Computational Details section provides detailed information on the computational setup. Figure 4B shows the calculated average ECD of 10 snapshots from the last 5 ps QM/MM simulation of Configuration L. To make sure that 10 snapshots are enough to converge the average ECD’s main features, three uncorrelated sets of structures have been calculated for comparison. They are snapshots from the QM/MM trajectory, starting from 16.0, 16.2, and 16.3 ps, collected at time intervals of 0.5 ps (marked by black, blue, and red dots in Figure 2B, respectively). Figure 4C shows the calculated average ECD of 10 snapshots from the last 5 ps QM/MM simulation of Configuration R. The averaged ECD of Configuration R is similar to that of Configuration L (Figure 4B). The calculated ECD spectra of Ag\textsuperscript{+}–mediated guanine tetramer show more prominent peak intensity at 220 nm. Thus, our calculated ECD results are consistent with the Ag\textsuperscript{+}–mediated guanine tetramer’s experimentally observed results.
respectively). From Figure 4B, we can see that the three average ECD spectra are qualitatively the same. The ECD of some individual snapshots can be found in Figure S3. The calculated ECD of Configuration L and measured ECD of $G_N^-\text{Ag}_N^+G_N^-$ agree well with each other. This suggests that the configuration L, in which Ag$^+$ binds to the N atoms in the Hoogsteen region and the DNA strands form a parallel left-handed helix, should be a common configuration for the Ag$^+$-mediated guanine duplex. To test the ECD dependence on the choice of the exchange-correlation functional, we repeated the ECD calculation for set 1 with different types of DFT functionals, namely, B3LYP$^{29}$ and PBE$^{30}$ (see Figure 4C,D). All of the calculated average ECD spectra share two negative peaks, with the main difference being that the ECD calculated from B3LYP is shifted toward the lower wavelength direction.

We then also performed ECD simulations on Configuration R using the same average method and the same functional LB94 (Figure 5). The ECD of Configuration R has a positive peak around 220 nm and a smaller positive peak around 270 nm. The ECD of Configuration R is almost mirrored in intensity with respect to the ECD of Configuration L. Importantly, we found that the overall handedness, namely, the left-handed or right-handed disposition of bases in the tetramer, has a decisive effect on the signs of the ECD. By comparing the calculated and measured ECD, we conclude that the Ag$^+$-mediated guanine tetramer is left-hand-oriented and would give rise (by extrapolating this orientation to longer strands) to a left-hand-oriented helix.

Our simulations predict that both the cytosine$^{19,20}$ and guanine would form, independent of size, a parallel Ag$^+$-mediated double helix stabilized by interplanar H bonds. It is, however, interesting to point out the differences between the Ag$^+$-mediated cytosine and guanine cases. The Ag$^+$-mediated cytosine duplex would form a right-handed helix, similar to the B-DNA’s handedness, whereas Ag$^+$-mediated guanine would form a left-handed helix. For cytosine, Ag$^+$ would bind to
cytosine N atoms in the Watson−Crick region, whereas for guanine, Ag⁺ would bind to N atoms in the Hoogsteen region.

In summary, combining QM/MM hybrid molecular dynamics and TDDFT methods, we propose a structural configuration for Ag⁺-mediated guanine duplexes in water. Ag⁺ ions bind to the N atoms in the Hoogsteen region, and the DNA forms a parallel left-handed helix, in which interplanar hydrogen bonds help stabilize the whole structure. Its simulated ECD agrees satisfactorily with the reference experimental spectra. Both experimental and simulated spectra share two ECD negative peaks around 220 and 280 nm, with no positive signal in the measured wavelength range. Determining the structural conformation of the Ag⁺-mediated guanine duplex, along with previous work on the Ag⁺-mediated cytosine duplex, opens the door to computational study of more complex Ag⁺–DNA nanomaterials, such as fluorescent DNA-stabilized Ag clusters. It is an important step toward the rational design of such materials.

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All QM/MM simulations were carried out with the CP2K program package. 31 The Ag⁺-bridged DNA structures were treated at the Kohn−Sham DFT level, whereas the solvent molecules were described by standard Amber force fields 26 at the MM level. The DFT calculations were performed within the Gaussian and plane-wave scheme. 32,33 The double-ζ valence plus polarization (DZVP) basis sets of the MOLOPT type 34 were used to describe the valence electrons. Norm-conserving Goedecker−Teter−Hutter (GTH) pseudopotentials 35−37 were used to approximate the atomic cores and their interaction with the valence electrons. The exchange and correlation potential was described by the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) functional. 30 Grimme’s D3 dispersive correction 38 was used to account for long-range van der Waals interactions. The electron density was expanded in an auxiliary set of plane waves with a cutoff energy of 300 Ry. The electrostatic interactions between the QM and MM subsystems were modeled by charge sets of the Amber force field employing the electrostatic coupling procedure implemented in the QM/MM module 39,40 in CP2K to correctly account for periodic boundary conditions. The QM and MM box have been set to the same size of 40.61 Å to avoid computationally expensive decoupling between QM images. Dispersion interactions between the guanine–Ag⁺ tetramer and water...
molecules were reproduced by an empirical potential of the Lennard-Jones type using Amber parameters.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed within the canonical (NVT) ensemble at 300 K using a time step of 0.5 fs. Before starting the QM/MM simulations, the solvent structures had been pre-equilibrated for 2 ns at the MM level, keeping the guanine–Ag+ tetramer fixed in its DFT-optimized structure and employing the Amber potential for the solvent. Then, the QM/MM simulation was performed for 21 ps using the last 5 ps of trajectory for analysis.

The ECD spectra were mainly calculated using the linear-response time-dependent DFT implemented in the GPAW code. GPAW is a DFT code based on the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method. The wave functions are described with real-space uniform grids. The grid spacing was 0.2 Å in this work. The silver ions and all DNA atoms were included in the GPAW simulations. Per atom, the electronic configurations of valence electrons are H(1s1) (2s22p4), C(2s22p2), N(2s22p3), and Ag(4p4d105s1), with a scalar relativistic correction and a frozen core. The LB94 exchange-correlation functional was used in the calculations. The two POO groups in the backbone were protonated to POOH to present water’s screening effect. GPAW use the rotatory strength convoluted with gaussians as the output of ECD. To get the Δε, we have multiplied the output data by the energy and the constant taken from ref 43.

The ECD of set 1 (10 structures) was also calculated by the software package Gaussian16 using the functionals B3LYP and PBE. The Gaussian code is used with a LANL2DZ/ECP basis set for the silver atom and maug-cc-pvdz for the remaining atoms. The sugar–phosphate backbones were replaced by H atoms in the simulations. The replacement hydrogen atoms were then relaxed at the B3LYP/6-31G** level while keeping the rest of the atoms frozen.
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